Princess Fred’s Matters
“And the peace of God, which surpasses all understanding, will guard your

hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.” - Philippians 4:7

Friday 23rd October 2020

Dear Parents and Carers,
We are now drawing towards the close of this first half-term and have much to both celebrate and be thankful
for. Back at the start of September, after much anticipation and preparation, we were able to welcome back
our children and quickly worked with them all to transition to our new environment and way of working. It
was truly wonderful to have our school community back together again, and, on top of that, welcome a
number of new children and their families. All of the children did an incredible job settling in, understanding
how everything now worked and what was expected of them that was maybe different from the last time they
were in school.
Since then, the children have been working very hard with school staff. The results have been extremely
positive. Children are used to their new routines and the new expectations (a number of them actually prefer it
to before). Behaviour incidents are down compared to this time last year as are accidents in the playground.
Many positives have been realised in our new way of being. Children’s fitness has definitely improved due to
the Move a Mile and I’m personally delighted to see so many more reading books on desks in classrooms and
much more allocated time for teachers reading to their class.
The demands of this half-term have been like nothing we have experienced before. Children this week are
noticeably more tired and need a rest. Staff, who have worked relentlessly hard, also need a rest. We need to
be ready to return after half-term full of energy, passion and excitement. I have every confidence that
everything that has brought cheer and happiness to us all in these challenging times will continue after halfterm.
I would like to finish by thanking everyone in their efforts in keeping everyone as safe as possible at this time.
To the parents and carers keeping children at home the moment a symptom is spotted; for wearing masks; for
reminding children on the importance of washing hands frequently; for following drop-off and pick-up rules
(especially the parents and carers with siblings that have waiting times); for understanding the limitations the
school now has and for understanding decisions are sometimes made that might not make immediate sense but
are made with everyone’s best interests always as a priority.
Thank you and wishing you a wonderful half term break,
Mr Richards, Ms Christopher and Ms Banks
Safeguarding and Child Protection
IF YOU HAVE A CHILD PROTECTION OR SAFEGUARDING CONCERN, PLEASE REPORT IT
TO THE SCHOOL
During these challenging times it is important to remember the school is here to support families with child
protection and safeguarding concerns. If you are worried about something, you can report concerns directly to
the school DSL (Designated Safeguarding Lead) which is Ms Griffin or the deputy DSL which is Mr Richards
(HT) through safeguarding@princessfrederica.com. This e-mail address inbox is monitored every day.
Important Phone Number for Brent Family Front Door
If you have a concern about a child, and wish to go directly to Brent Social Services, you should call the Brent
Family Front Door Service on 02089 37 4300. Here they will be happy to discuss your concern.
Mobile Phone Safety
If your child has a mobile phone and is carrying this around with them outside of school, please talk to them
about how to use this device wisely and as safely as possible. In school, older children have been learning
about this. Please talk to them about this so they
understand how to keep themselves safe.

During October we have been celebrating Black History Month across all the classes
in the school. For the first two full weeks of October we looked at the book ‘Young,
Gifted and Black’ by Jamia Wilson. Using this book, videos, and power points we
learnt all about inspiring individuals from different disciplines, from athletes to
authors, astronauts to civil rights activists.
During the last week of term we have been learning all about individuals within our
school and local community. The whole school has been studying the same person
each day during this week. On Monday we started with Mr Sowa, who is currently
celebrating his 30th year of teaching at Princess Frederica! The children loved learning about someone they
had a connection to. The children were eager to ask lots of questions about his life, and enjoyed hearing about
the incredible amount of children he has taught during his time at Princess Frederica!
On Tuesday we focused on another individual with close ties to the school, Daniel Olubanjo. Daniel is Mr
Olubanjo’s son and attended Princess Frederica as a child. He is now well known for his gospel rap/hip-hop
music, performing under the name Faiyabrand. Children in the older year groups enjoyed a socially distanced
performance in the school hall. It was great for the children to speak to and ask questions to someone who
started learning music in the same school as them, inspiring them to follow their dreams.
Throughout the rest of this week the children have also learnt about people with connections to the school
such as, Sonia Palmer, who attended Princess Frederica, and two other individuals from Brent’s past, George
Bridgetower, and present, Ernest Ezeajughi (the current mayor of Brent).
Towards the end of this week, all children have taken part in a lesson considering what all these individuals
have in common and what we can learn from them in terms of the values they embody. For example, children
in Year 3 Australia that Ms Foster teaches on Monday described Mr Sowa as having a wonderful sense of
humour, showing great kindness, wisdom and service to our school community. The work from these lessons
and the wider work the school is doing to create an inclusive curriculum will be presented in a display outside
the school office.
Whilst Black History Month provides us all with an opportunity to nationally celebrate the contributions of
people of African and Caribbean heritage to the UK, we have also been working to ensure that our curriculum
outside of this month ensures that children are provided with opportunities to learn about black culture and
history. Below is a table to show the spread across different subjects…

We will be communicating again soon with ideas on further development of the school curriculum and
inviting parents and carers to become involved in this. Further details on this initiative to come soon.
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The School Headship Team and Directors of Teaching and Learning (DoTLs)
The school headship team and the DoTLs make up the school leadership team. It is important you know who
is who in the school so you know who you can contact if you have an issue or a question about your child or
school policy. In the first instance, you should always contact your child’s class teacher. They are with your
child the majority of time that they are in school and are always best placed to discuss any issues or concerns
or answer any questions. Due to COVID-19 risk assessments, we understand it is more difficult to have conversations with teachers at the start and end of day. Unless it is urgent, the best approach is to email the school
admin (admin@princessfrederica.com) and mark for the attention of the class teacher. If there is a strong reason why you don’t wish to discuss something with the class teacher, please direct your email to the DoTL with
responsibility for your child’s phase. Following this, if the issue has still not been resolved, it will go to either
the Deputy Headteacher or the Assistant Headteacher before the Headteacher. It is essential parents and carers
follow this and will be redirected by staff if required. For clarity, please see the diagram below for further information on who is who.

Spring Term Wishlist for books to be shared with children
A big thank you to the PSA and all the parents and carers who have kindly donated a book through the wishlist. Your generosity will go towards allowing our children to be exposed to a high quality range of books. If
you have not already, please follow the link below to see what is still available to donate.
https://www.amazon.co.uk/hz/wishlist/ls/ZBGR8QVZ4VPX?&sort=default
Reading list for children in Nursery to Year 6
A number of parents and carers have enquired about recommended reading for different year groups. Mr
McCann has now uploaded to the school website (Curriculum: Reading) a 'Recommended Read' list from
Nursery to Year 6 which encompass fiction, non-fiction and poetry. These were found on a fantastic website
(https://www.thereaderteacher.com) run by a primary school teacher and Mr McCann would highly recommend checking it out! The lists have been checked by Mr McCann and all books are appropriate for different
year groups. This will be on the reading page on the school website by Saturday 24th October.
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Spellings at Princess Frederica: Introducing Spelling Shed

The school has invested in Spelling Shed, a web based programme that is proven to improve children’s
spelling ability. It is an enjoyable and easy to use programme that engages children both with practising weekly spellings set by their teacher and with on-going games for further revision and consolidation with other
words and spelling patterns.
After half-term, children in Year 1 to Year 6 will come home with a laminated log in card which will detail
everything your child needs to login to the website (no app required) to access their spelling assignment for
that week (centring around a particular pattern or homophone). Children will then be tested in class in books
(later on in the half-term we are hoping to move towards their spelling test being completed on computers as
part of their weekly computing lesson). Spellings will be set starting the first week back after half-term with
the test happening the following week. The online format will mean children can access spellings from home
if isolating.
The decision to move forwards with this set up for
spellings was also made after feedback from teachers
on areas of children’s academic progress that have suffered more significantly due to lock-down and this period of absence from school. Parents and carers should
not be alarmed if their child and class are set spelling
patterns and words from a lower year group over the
next half-term. There is crucial work on the foundations of spellings that needs to be carried out for many year groups and is all part of consolidating children’s
knowledge in this area before progressing. To support your child, please encourage them to use this site as
frequently as possible.

Renaissance Learning for Y3-Y6: Completing quizzes on books read

Please encourage your child to complete Accelerated Reader quizzes on the Renaissance learning online platform. These quizzes are an excellent way for children to demonstrate that they are understanding what they
are reading. All the answers to the quizzes and scores that children achieve are accessible for teachers to use to
see what content children are reading and whether they are comfortable and confident with the content. This is
only one part of our approach to teaching reading but is an important one and easy way for parents and carers
to support children at home with their reading and comprehension.
Renaissance has a large bank of books with associated quizzes so please
check when your child finishes any book they are reading as there might be
a quiz to take!
User name and passwords are available from your child’s class teacher.
https://ukhosted3.renlearn.co.uk/1922510/Public/RPM/Login/Login.aspx?srcID=s
(There is a link at the bottom of the school website homepage that will also take you to the sign in screen)
Knowledge Organisers: Geography/History, Art/Design and Technology, Science and
Religious Education
Knowledge organisers, which are stuck in books at the start of a studied unit, play a key role in supporting
children with a topic they are studying. They are a document that supports with reinforcing areas such as key
vocabulary that children will be using during the unit of work. The key assessment question for the unit is also
outlined. This is important as all the lessons that children take part in through the unit of work are all contributing to the child’s ability to answer this assessment question fully at the end. This also gives teachers the opportunity to assess how much children have learnt through the unit.
These knowledge organisers will be uploaded onto the school website by Monday 26th October. Please use
these as a pre-teaching tool for your child. Introducing them to the vocabulary and discussing the topic before
they start learning about it after half-term will enable them to approach their learning with greater confidence
and success. They will feel more comfortable about participation and focus will be more on developing key
skills rather than purely being focused on retaining knowledge.
Please click on the link below to access knowledge organisers for your child’s year group (all will be updated
by Saturday 24th October ‘20).
http://www.princessfrederica.brent.sch.uk/knowledge-organisers.html
Alternatively, on the website, click on Curriculum: Knowledge Organisers
If you can’t see a knowledge organiser then it may be that the topic being studied is for the whole term. In this
case, please look back at the knowledge organiser for the start of autumn 1.
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Elections at Princess Frederica for 2020-21 Head Girl and Head Boy
The school recently elected its Head Girl and Head Boy for the 2020-21 academic year. Esme Hodge and
Isaac Hill were elected after writing a letter on why they wished to be considered for the role and then created
a short video outlining their vision for the year ahead. Along with a number of other candidates, their videos
were shown to all children in Year 1 to Year 6 and all children casted a vote. The outcome of this democratic
process was confirmation of Esme and Isaac in their new positions. Congratulations to them both.
Dear Freds,
My name is Esme and I have the honour of being your Head Girl this year. I
would like to tell you a little bit about myself and share some of my ideas with
you.
I like history, reading and drama. My favourite historical times are World War
2 and the Victorian age. In 2014 we had Victorian Day celebrating 125 years
of the school and I enjoyed it so much. The whole school dressed up in Victorian clothes, we pretended to be Victorian for the day, with Victorian-style
lessons. This gave me the idea of having a history day: Every year we would
look at a different bit of history, take lessons from that time and dress up in
clothing from that time period.
My favourite book is Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows. I love reading so
I am determined for World Book Day to happen this year but maybe with
some changes. For example, every class could make a video of their costumes and it could go on the school
website instead of a parade.
I have had such a brilliant time at Freds and I cannot believe I am now in Year 6. I have lots of hilarious memories, like the time in Lincolnsfield when the fire alarm went off just as everyone was getting dressed. There
have been so many and I hope you are enjoying your time at Freds as much as I do.
I look forward to being Head Girl this year
Thank you all so much
Esme

Hello Princess Frederica,
Today I am writing to tell who I am, why I like Princess Frederica, values that I stand for and aims for this
coming year. My name is Isaac and I’ve been at Princess Frederica for about seven years or so in which I have
experienced high points that I would like to continue with and low points that I would like to improve on. One
of my favourite hobbies is reading and one which I believe is key in our school. It helps build confidence in
English and improves our vocabulary of words and grammar. I am also into sport, and sport such as football
and tennis are key parts of the school’s wide variety of clubs.
Having the pupils’ perspective on a subject is crucial as it gives a different view on things and could bring to
light a point that would usually be ignored. Here at Princess Frederica I would like to see changes to certain
aspects of school but there is also work that I’d like to see continued. For example: I am hoping to find a way
of using the school library safely and am thinking of ways to do this. I also hope to purchase an overhead
netting for the football pitch to stop the endless amount of footballs from going over the fence. Lastly, I make
sure to continue the gardening club, if possible, as the great gardening has even won us awards and given us
confidence in making us an eco-friendly school.
I have had a wonderful time here at Princess Frederica; there are so many aspects of school I enjoy. Visiting
Gordan Brown would have to be on that list, it will be a memory I doubt
I will forget: the dark nature walks, toasting marshmallows on a smouldering fire and the triple storey bunkbeds in which we slept (noisily). I
also love the wide variety of teachers and their different personalities;
Each year I will treasure the excitement of wondering who we were going to get.
For me one of my biggest school values is the value of endurance. Having five siblings (four sisters and one brother) helps hugely as I can put
the school values into practice every day! I also believe that in this role I
will be playing I will have to serve, so service should be a key part of me
being head boy.
Lastly, what I would most like to do this year is to help make school
enjoyable and looked forward to by everyone.
Isaac
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Physical Education
This half term and school year has started under very different circumstances for us all in the PE world, noticeably with a lot of the lessons taking place in the KS1 playground. It is with great credit that the children
this applies too, have adapted well, stayed focused and worked hard on their various skills, abilities and learning.
It’s been lovely and enjoyable working and welcoming our new children in Nursery and Reception to PE at
Princess Frederica and already noticing some potential sports stars for the future in our school and hopefully
beyond.
Our YR1 & 2 children have been working very hard improving on their passing, throwing and catching skills
with various balls and equipment. Year 2 have started to play small sided games and learn about teamwork in
sport.
In year 3 and 4 their focus has been on basketball and football respectively, playing more games, learning
about positions on a pitch, formations and the importance of working as a team to win and achieve their goal.
Year 5 have been introduced to netball and learnt the concept of playing in certain positions, not being able to
move with the ball and the value of having to work as a team.
Year 6 have been learning the various skills and playing the game of tag-rugby. They have worked hard on
adapting their ball handling skills, catching, using a rugby ball and understanding the concept of passing backwards to move forwards in a game.
This half term classes from year 1 to 6 have started the Move a Mile exercise scheme. They have a 15 minute
session on the football pitch doing various stretches and movements with the aim of being active every day
and working on their own personal fitness and exercise levels.
Mr Chantler

Project Homework
Children brought their projects in this week and have presenting to their classes on what they completed at home. Teachers have been writing feedback to the children based on their finished products and in Year 3, Year 4 and Year 5, will put comments in a homework book that children will
bring home after half-term. The new project for autumn 2 will also be outlined in their homework
book. Year 6 will complete their final project in autumn 2 and move onto an increase in formalised
homework in the spring term as part of their transition to secondary school. The quality of the projects was high– well done all!

Princess Frederica Twitter Account

Please follow us on Twitter. We are using this platform more regularly
now to celebrate all that our children are enjoying and
achieving in school. You can also see the Twitter feed on
the homepage of the school website.
Official Twitter Account:
PrincessFrederica_PS
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Nursery

This half-term nursery have all settled in really well and we
are enjoying the last of the autumn weather spending as much
time as possible outside. The children have been on a spider
hunt in the woods and they made their own webs with string
and we have collected leaves and filled the hedgehog house to
help with hibernation. We have been looking at harvest as
well as planting garlic and broad beans for next year’s crop.
We collected all the tomatoes that have grown on the school
embankment and we’ve watched them turn from green to red.
The children then cut up spring onions with scissors and squished the tomatoes into stock
and they made a delicious tomato soup which everyone tried and agreed was ‘Yummy’.
For ‘Black history month’ we have been looking at African necklaces and made some of
our own with beads, pasta and paper and dough and the focus in music has been on drumming- we made and decorated some small drums from coffee tins and the children have
been using the big African drums in their music sessions which they love. For our Literacy
focus we have been reading ‘The stick man’ and ‘Ten in
a bed’ to help with counting to
10 forwards and backwards.
The bed idea became a hospital
discussion and now we have a
mini hospital in our classroom!
Well done everyone –a fantastic start!!
Ms Greenaway, Ms Davis and
Mr Olubanjo
Reception

We have had a wonderful first half-term in Reception. The children have settled in well and
are enjoying making friends and learning lots of new things. Our first topic was all about
forests and woodland creatures. We made some beautiful collages using leaves, twigs and
flowers that we gathered on our nature walks in the embankment. We have also been taking
good care of our stick insects in class and making sure they are being fed lots of lovely
brambles so they grow up big and strong!
We have been reading lots of fantastic stories in our English lessons this half-term.
Our favourites are We're Going On A Bear
Hunt and The Gruffalo. We have been acting out these stories in our role play areas
and making sculptures of our favourite
characters at the art table. We even got the
chance to make Gruffalo crumble - it was
delicious!
We wish you all a restful break and look
forward to seeing the children again after
half-term for more adventures. Thank you
for your continued support.

Ms Mulry and Ms O’Sullivan
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Year 1
Year 1 have made a successful transition from
Reception and are thoroughly enjoying their
new curriculum. They especially like having so
many different exercise books. They have been
introduced to Power Maths and have started to
learn about ordering numbers and the Part-PartWhole Model. In English, we are have used several well-known tales as a stimulus for developing writing. We are focusing on sentence structure and adding detail to written work by including adjectives. The children have also retold and
written a well-known traditional story with the
help of sequencing activities, drama and designing their own story maps. Monster Phonics
is a huge success; the children (and teachers!) love the characters and the funny songs.
There has been enthusiasm towards all of the new subjects taught in Year 1 such as Science,
RE and Geography. This has included learning about the creation story in RE, the United
Kingdom in Geography and the season of Autumn in Science. In addition, the children
adore music with Miss Krisztina and African Drumming and Dancing with Danny. In Art
we have taken inspiration from famous artists, such as Van Gogh, and sketched and painted
self-portraits.
We are both really grateful for your continued support and would like to wish you an enjoyable half term.
Ms Bellini and Miss Moore
Year 2
We’ve had a fantastic start to the year in Year 2. During the first few weeks of term, we settled back into our school routines and got used to being in our new classrooms. We also
welcomed some new children to the school. We
started our new Humanities topic – Game
Changers, all about influential people who have
changed the world, including Marie Curie and
Rosa Parks. In English, we have been retelling
different stories, including ‘The Frog Prince’,
and learning how to write effective instructions.
In Maths, we have been practising using partpart-whole diagrams, which have been a great
learning tool. We have also been having fun in
PE with Mr Chantler, who has been teaching us
new ball skills. In PSCHE, we have read the
books ‘The Way I Feel’ and ‘You’ve Got Dragons’, which have helped us to understand how
important it is to share our emotions. We can’t
wait to continue our learning when we get back
from half term.
Have a wonderful half term.
Ms Brookes, Ms Jariwala and Ms Cunningham
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Year 3

Year 3 have made a very good start in Key Stage 2, especially after such a long time away
from school. We have enjoyed science this half term, learning and comparing animal skeletons and looking at how animals move. Thank you for all your help with the science homework project. Move a mile is keeping us fit and active every day.
In English, we have been studying fables and non-fiction reports about animals, reading and
writing in each genre. Our maths has focused on place value,
then addition and subtraction, with a daily maths lesson to learn
and practise methods. Many children have accessed the Mathletics homework, to reinforce their learning in school. In geography we have studied the UK learning about physical and human features. Half of each class have started trumpet lessons
and the others will have the opportunity next half term. African
drumming is continuing. In RE we have been studying the Bible and looking at different stories and their characters. The
children have enjoyed designing and building bridges in DT,
testing them to see if they bear weight was fun! We are looking
forward to starting history and art after the half term break.
Ms Griffin and Ms Bastick
Year 4

What an unusual start to year 4 with social distancing and the new normal to school routines. The children have been working so hard in all
areas of the curriculum. We had the privilege to talk to parents about the
new academic year through Zoom.
In English, we have been reading the following books- The Journey
which is about a lonely girl, who draws a magic door on her bedroom
wall and through it escapes into a world where wonder, adventure, and
danger abound. Then Way Home by Libby Hathorn and Gregory Rogers, is about Shane and a cat with no name as they wander the streets at
night on their way home. The children have written their own sequel to the story. They also
looked at issues raised in the story and picked it up in P4C (Homelessness).
With maths, we have been learning about place value. We have looked at numbers to 1,000,
rounding numbers to 10, 100 and 1,000, Roman numerals and comparing and ordering 4digit numbers. Ancient Egyptians is our history topic for this term., the children had the opportunity to complete a project on the River Nile.
Our science unit of work this half term is habitat. We have looked at how different plants
and animals adapts to their habitat. The children also had the opportunity to classify plants
and animals using classification key.
For art, the children have been creating different tones of colour using watercolour paint.
They have also been studying Georgia O’Keeffe and
painted a flower in the style of the artist.
In religious education, our big question was- How did
belief in God affect the actions of people in the Old
Testament? We have learnt a lot about Abraham, Moses, Ruth and Naomi and King David.
We hope the children have a wonderful half term break
and come back well rested and raring to finish the year.
Stay safe and God bless you all.
Mr. L Sowa and Ms G. Yerlisu
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Year 5

What an incredible start to year 5!! All our children have settled
well, after a long period away from school, and are enjoying
every aspect of their learning and school life. We spent the first
couple of weeks getting to know every child and what they
learnt over the lockdown period. It was also a wonderful opportunity for all children to showcase their proudest lockdown
learning. We then continued learning a wide range of exciting
topics that enthused and also challenged our children.
In English, we have enjoyed writing a descriptive opening in the
style of Ted Hughes’ Iron Man where we included key features
such as rhetorical questions, short tenses and a wide range of
ambitious descriptive language such as similes and figurative
expressions to engage and entertain our reader.
We have also enjoyed learning about the values of numbers up
to 100,000. We enjoyed applying our number knowledge to
round up to 6digit numbers to the nearest 10, 100, 1000, 10,000
and 100,000. We also enjoyed applying our knowledge of Roman numerals to a variety of
Roman numeral problems.
In Science, we have been studying the solar system and have gained a deeper understanding
of how night and day occurs and also how the seasons happen. We also researched intriguing facts about the solar system and used this knowledge to complete our homework project where we made intricate models of the solar system.
In DT, we created figures in the style of Alberto Giacometti, an era defining sculptor and
one of the greatest artists of the 20th century. We used mod-roc to create various human
forms by ensuring that they were thinner and very elongated.
In history, we have been learning about Ancient Greece. We began by studying its physical
features and gained a better understanding of why they relied on trade for survival. We
have also enjoyed learning about their gods and goddesses and how important these deities
were to them.
We also enjoyed learning about the miracles of Jesus in RE where we looked at different
miracles of Jesus and how each miracle showcased his personality.
Be proud of all your achievements this half term and we look forward to seeing you next
half term. Have a wonderful break!
Mr Duker and Ms Gayer

Year 6

Year 6 have enjoyed a fantastic start to the new
year. The children settled into new routines quickly,
thoughtfully and with a smile on their face. We spent
the few two weeks recapping previous years' learning
and understanding the needs of the children moving
forward into the year. We have now settled into the
curriculum enjoying a wide range of subjects and activities. In English, the children have loved reading
the work of Louis Sachar - its thought-provoking humour inspired a range of writing. In maths, we have
been studying place value and operations, helping the
children to approach problems from a variety of different methods and improving their critical thinking
skills. World War 1 has proved a popular topic in humanities and the children enjoyed creating artwork in
the style of Patrick Caulfield. We have carried out an
experiment on light in science and learnt about a number of different religions in Brent, in R.E. We were
also lucky to be able to welcome a string quartet from outside of school. The children enjoyed an afternoon listening to and learning about wonderful music.
Many thanks for all your support so far this term. Enjoy the break!
Year 6 Team

Music

Despite the current challenges, this term has presented some unique opportunities for music teaching.
In Foundation Stage, we have been taking advantage of the warmer weather, singing outside. When inside, the
Nursery children have been learning claves, the Reception children have been exploring new rhythms on Ghanaian drums and all children have enthusiastically danced their hearts out.
In Key stage 1, the year 1s have commenced violin lessons with Krisztina and African dancing. Year 2s have
had a mix of African dancing, understanding music notation, playing Glockenspiel and starting preparations
for the Christmas Nativity.
In Key Stage 2, classes have been split.
One half of year 3 has been learning to play the trumpet, while the other has been working on notation and
rhythmic dictation. Meanwhile all year 3s have been refining their skills on African drums. In year 4 and year
6, half of the children learn steel pans with Mr Clarke, while the other half have been learning about music
history, listening and appreciation. Thus far, they have been focusing on 20th and 21st century music- including looking at several former Princess Frederica students who are now making their careers in music.
In year 5, half the class learns steel pans while the other half learns ukulele. At various points in the year, the
KS2 groups switch, so that everyone gets an opportunity to learn all that we have to offer.
In assemblies children have looked at some of the incredible contributions black musicians have made to the
world of music.
Finally, year 5 and 6 were mesmerised by 2 separate in-house concerts given by the incredible Piatti string
quartet.
The curriculum has certainly adapted this year, but it certainly hasn't narrowed. We are looking forward to a
fruitful second half of the term.
Mr Tang

School Prayer
Father God,

We thank you for loving and making each one of us,
Help us to respect and care for each other and our environment.
Help us to work hard and play fairly
That our school may be a place of joy, peace and hope and a light in this community
We ask this in the name of Jesus Christ

Amen
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